
 

Inlighten the Body  
and Attuning to the Nation Soul  

 
Tweeënhalf-daagse workshop door  

Soleil Lithman &  Wolfgang J. 
Schmidt-Reinecke  
uit Ashland, Oregon, USA 
 

 

15-16-17 Maart 2013   
 Naropa Instituut, Cadzand    

€250,- voor leden AVI-NL, €295,- voor niet-leden,  
inclusief overnachting en maaltijden;   

info & aanmelding: www.avinl.org 
aanmelding & betaling vóór 10 februari   

 
The Layers of the Heart process is profoundly life 
changing.  It’s the core process to experience 
oneself as a continuum of being- a personality, soul 
and transpersonal Self. We will ‘inlighten’ the body 
through awareness of our full heart center, by going 
to our emotional heart center at the level of the 
sternum, and then deep into the soul center at the 
level of the physical heart.  Through the light and 
the purity of the soul center one can feel seamlessly 
connected with the ALL.  

 

 
 
The experience becomes anchored in the Akashic 
record of the cells, which makes returning to this 
experience in meditation much easier. We will then 
focus on discovering and integrating our soul and the 
soul of the nation, care for the nation’s shadow and 
reveal our true soul expression in relation to our 
nation. It may lead to an expanded sense of identity. 
Sri Aurobindo predicts a world federation of nations 
in the future.  
AVI Netherlands is committed to develop a 
Dutch Pavilion in Auroville 

Friday, March 15 
14.00 – 17.00: Welcome at Naropa Institute   
and settle down in the houses.  
Option: single sessions with Soleil 
18.00:  Evening meal, soup & bread 

   
19.00 – 21.00: Meet & Greet  
Getting to know each other. Introduction of the presenters 
and their work, explanation of the weekend program.   
Demonstration of the Layers of the Heart process. 

http://www.avinl.org/


 

Saturday,  March 16 
Warming up Exercises 
08.00: Breakfast  
09.00 - 12.15:  including break 

 Practicing Layers of the Heart  
Participants learn to facilitate another person in resolving 
issues presented at the emotional heart center, then to 
go deep into the soul center and from there to the area 
behind the physical heart into the transpersonal 
experience. All that is beautiful, light filled, and 
supportive is then brought back up through the layers of 
the heart.  
12.30: Lunch & karma yoga  
14.00 - 15.30, PowerPoint presentation: 

 The Evolution of the national Soul 

“The nation or society, like the individual, has a body, an 
organic life, a moral and aesthetic temperament, a 
developing mind and a soul behind all these signs and 
powers for the sake of which they exist”.   
Sri Aurobindo views the nation’s soul as an evolving and 
individualizing group soul, which supports the physical, 
vital, and mental body of a nation. He stresses a partner-
like relation of the individual with the national soul. He 
points also to a national ego with its shadows. To 
transform into a new world centric consciousness it is 
needed to process the national shadows and to integrate 
the national soul qualities in one’s soul.  
16.00 - 17.00: Becoming aware of the Soul Qualities and 
the Shadow Aspects of Holland and of Belgium  
18.00: Dinner 
 

Saturday evening  
World café  
 
Participants are invited to share 
their personal views on the topics 
that were presented on that day. 
 

 
Sunday, March 17 
08.00: breakfast & karma yoga 
09.00 -12.30, including break and group photo session:   

 Your relation with the national Soul 
Qualities and the national Ego Aspects 
Short exercises.  Discovering and integrating in your body 
some key qualities of the country where you are born or 
mostly related with. Discovering and healing in your body 
some key shadow aspects of this country.  Movements.  
12.30: Lunch & karma yoga  
13.30 - 16.30, including break:  

 Embracing the national Soul  
13.30 - 15.00: Taking the Soul of the country, where you  
are born or mostly related with, to your Personal Soul. 
15.00 - 16.15: Group Process > Taking all that you have 
experienced in the last two days and that emerges as 
contributions for a Dutch and for a Belgian Pavilion in 
Auroville.  
16.15 - 16.45: Feedback, completion & group photo 
         
                    

Soleil Lithman M.A. 

 
 
Born to American parents in Saudi Arabia , Soleil met The 
Mother in India  in 1971 and has been on the path of Integral 
Yoga ever since. She is an expert in Transpersonal Counseling, 
Psychology, Founder of the Hladina Method and writer of the 
book: ”Inlighten The Body – The Hladina Method”, which can 
be downloaded from her website: www.inlightenthebody.com.  
Soleil has given seminars on the Hladina Method in USA, 
Canada, Auroville, Germany and Latin America. Soleil has a 
private Practice since 1987. “Soleil Lithman synthesizes 
contemporary scientific research with modern yogic experience 
and integral psychology”, says Ervin Laszlo, writer of Science 
and the Akashic Field. 

Wolfgang J. Schmidt-Reinecke M.A. 

 

Born in Germany, Wolfgang met the Mother and worked in 
Auroville in 1972/73. For many years he has been Executive 
Chairman of Auroville International Germany and Chairman and 
Executive Director of Auroville International. Wolfgang is a 
journalist and author.  
Presently he is working on the book ”Fulfilling True Nationality 
for a new Global Consciousness”, see: 
www.sunwolfcreations.com.   
 
Soleil and Wolfgang will organize the annual AUM  Conference in 
Ashland, Oregon in June 2013, see               
http://www.collaboration.org/aum/2013. 

                          

http://www.inlightenthebody.com/
http://www.sunwolfcreations.com/
http://www.collaboration.org/aum/2013

